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The generation in this time is lucky, in the past the means used to learn
Arabic were few, relying on dictionary, paper newspapers and study
materials was so slow and difficult that most people were alienated and
hated learning the language
Now in the age of the Internet there are many ways to learn, including
Google Translate.
I will teach you Arabic until you celebrate it using Sami Al-Mahmadi's method
of learning Arabic using Google Translate and in the following details I will
explain the way

What do you know about your mother tongue?
It was your mother tongue that you nursed as a child and learned it from
your parents.
Is your native language official English or slang?
Sure, your mother tongue is colmphic, not official, which is the language of
books and journalism.
Why?
Mother tongue is the language of your thinking you use language to conduct
thought processes in your mind in other words you pour your mind into
language templates which are words and sentences and expression terms and
structural methods such as saying question and wonder and demand and
simple phrase
So language is a pot of thought.
My way of learning is to use the mother tongue to get to the second
language, the second language cannot replace the mother tongue in your
mind, your mind will become translated from the mother tongue to the
second language because your thinking is based on the mother tongue,
which is the language of your thinking
In order to learn any language in the world you have to think about there are
two stages that the language goes through first gained by listening and
reading and secondly produced by speaking and by writing these are the
skills of any reading language that speaks writing so you learn English you must
think about it in other words become a second language of thinking for you but the
dominant and dominant is the mother language which is the collequialEnglish that
I learned from your father andofficial English that I learned in school, books

and journalism, so when you come to think about using sentences and
phrases of colury, but when you write a letter or a topic, you use theofficial

Sami Al-Mahmadi's way of learning using Google Translate is as follows:
1. Buy a university book with 200 papers one notebook at the beginning to
learn the way so if you master the method buy more and more books
2. We will start from the mother tongue which is English to reach the second
language, I mean from English toArabic
3. Write the English words every word on the right side each after two lines
of word and leave the left side empty for arabic language words
4. You must choose your words from your environment and surroundings
learn within the limits of your environment and surroundings if your
environment is your home, neighbors, school and playground, you know
within its limits words must come from your surroundings if the sea or
travel or trade is not your surroundings so do not choose words from them
because it is simply not your surroundings, the mother language formed from your
surroundings only this does not mean narrowing the horizons of thought but
to get used to your mind to build speech compositions by interacting with
your surroundings so your words will turn around your surroundings And
after mastering the language of thinking about your surroundings, expand
the circle little by little, but the beginning is words that come from your
surroundings.
5. Divide your words into words of movements and words of silence i mean
what are the movements around you and what actions that do not have

movement like actions of feeling never felt movements and then go to the
silent
6. Record the word that comes to your mind do not arrange any word of
movement that comes to mind write it onthe right side fill the book with words
remember Google Translate does not deal except with theofficial language which is
the language of media, books andnewspapers
7.To know the meaning of the word inArabic open the site of Google Translate
and type the English word and on the left side the translation will appear
8. Example:  رقصword translated by dance write it in the notebook on the left
side next to the Arabic word and to know the pronunciation press the pronunciation
icon and pronounce it like it

9. If there are many Arabic words, look at the context in which the word camel
is used, such as camel, arabic words such as جمل-  ُجمل-ج ّمل- sentences will
appear, each of which is used in its own context, the word  جملmeans the animal
of camels and the word جمل
ُ , and means the collection of sentences and the
word  ج ّملand means And make it beautiful and so on.
10. record the whole front page and do not jump to the second page until
after the mental link between the English word and the Arabic word
11. See the words and repetition teaches the smarts to see for three days the
same page and then put the book aside for five days and you are away from
the book after five days open the front page and see just focus your attention on
the English words without looking at the Arabic word if you remember all the
words very quickly the mental link happened and you have to review from time
to time it must be reviewed because it It is the most important but if you do
not remember or remember only the word or remember its shape but forget
to pronounce it, then it is necessary to review be sincere with yourself,
faithful to it, if you do not remember very quickly, return for three days in a
row and then stop and stay away for five days and so do in all pages
remember do not jump from page to page to ensure that there was a mental
connection believe me you will not forget and some words have a musical
tone and pleasure in its pronunciation helps you remember and save

11. Learning movements and silences learn names and qualities learn
prepositions and adverbs and conditions and then learn numbers and history
this is the language if you learn it you will succeed in learning any language
then the most important thing words and phrases and sentences are from the
reality of your environment and surroundings
12. You won't need a dictionary or buy dictionaries just your mother tongue
and Google Translate

